Report on
SECOND SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
UNESCO Category 2 REGIONAL EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH CENTRE ON OCEANOGRAPHY FOR WEST
ASIA (RCOWA)

TEHRAN, IR. IRAN,
1st NOV. 2017

1. Opening and Welcome
The Second Session of the Governing Board of the UNESCO Category 2 Regional Education
and Research Centre on Oceanography for West Asia was held at the Iranian National Institute
for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science (INIOAS) in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran and
opened at 9:30 am, 1st November 2017 with a welcome address given by Dr. Nasser Hadjizadeh
Zaker, Director of the Institute. He detailed the arrangements for the meeting and invited
participants to review the meeting’s provisional agenda.

2. Organization of the session
It was agreed that to adopt the agenda as presented in Annex 1 to this report. A new item 4.2
“REQUIRED ACTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF CONFERENCE EXECUTION" was
included.
The board also emphasized that in item 5 ‘other organizations’ refers to regional and
international organizations as well as institutes.
3. Responsibilities of the Governing Board
Ms. Sharareh Savari from the Secretariat of RCOWA reminded participants of the
responsibilities of the Governing Board (further on referred to as "Board) presented in article
7 of the Agreement between the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran signed in January
2015, regarding the establishment of a Regional Education and Research Center on
Oceanography for West Asia as a Category 2 Center under the auspices of UNESCO.
It was emphasized that the key responsibilities of the Governing Board are to focus on
approving plans and programs of the Center, examine the Center’s contribution to UNESCO’s
program objectives, and the Center’s financial statements and decide on the Center’s
cooperation with other organizations. Full text of Article 7 of the agreement is presented in
Annex 3.

4. Report on RCOWA activities
4.1. Results of the Implementation of RCOWA Activities since the First Session of the
Governing Board of UNESCO Category 2 Regional Education and Research Center
on Oceanography for West Asia (RCOWA)
The 1st Session of the Governing Board was held in Tehran, at the Iranian National Institute
for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science (INIOAS) on the 17-18 June 2016.
The Board unanimously elected Dr. Nasser Hadjizadeh Zaker as its Chair for the period of 2
years and approved the following activities for RCOWA for 2016-2017:
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Organizing a workshop in Tehran on ocean data management in collaboration with
OTGA/IODE for 15- 20 participants (implemented);
Organizing a workshop on ocean acidification (pending);
Organizing a regional Conference on Oceanography in collaboration with IOC
Regional Committee for the Central Indian Ocean (IOCINDIO);
Implementing a research cruise in 2017 with the participation of experts from the
counties of the region to contribute to meeting objectives of the IIOE-2. Keeping the
IIOE-2 Steering Committee informed of the expedition programme and schedule;
implement inter-calibration of instruments, consider open door days during arrival of
the research vessel to the ports of calls.

The activities of RCOWA as of the first half of 2017 were presented at the last 29th session of
the IOC Assembly and updated for the Board members by the Secretariat of RCOWA.
The Board noted that RCOWA faced difficulty arranging the ocean acidification workshop
during the First International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia held during 30-31
October 2017 due to unavailability of lecturers. The funds originally allocated for this
workshop were used for two other workshops held during the Conference:
 "The Ocean and Climate Change", led by Professor Matthias Tomczak from Flinders
University, Australia; and
 "A review of progress in satellite oceanography", led by Professor Stefano Vignudeli
from the National Research Council (CNR), Italy.
The Board addressed UNESCO representative at the Board, Dr. Nick D'Adamo to bring the
problem to the attention of the IOC Executive Secretary in order to recommend to the RCOWA
Director a name of an expert(s) who will be able to assist RCOWA in implementing the
workshop on ocean acidification funded by RCOWA in 2018. Assistance of the IOC experts
will be highly appreciated.
The originally planned 2017 research cruise ‘expedition’ is now set to occur in 2018 (see Annex
5). In exploring opportunities that now present themselves as a result of the 2018 time frame
for this activity, the Board noted that the Centre can play an important role in facilitating and
encouraging the engagement in the research cruise by the now growing set of IIOE-2
stakeholders derived from the RCOWA Member State constituency. It was further noted that
this engagement could facilitate coherent national support for IIOE-2, for the mutual benefit of
RCOWA’s Member States. The Board noted that the IIOE-2 is a willing collaborator and
facilitator of the RCOWA’s research cruise aspirations in this context and that lines of
communication for such are always open via the IIOE-2 Joint Project Office and/or IIOE-2
Steering Committee and/or IOC IIOE-2 Coordinator.
At the meeting, the following activities of RCOWA for year 2016-2017 were reported on:
 Endeavor of RCOWA to gain partnership and membership from the region.
The Secretariat of RCOWA presented the activities of the Center for the year 2016-2017. She
mentioned that the Center made tremendous effort to gain partnership and membership from
the region as the first activity of the Center. The geographical coverage of the Center was also
declared as 17 countries of the West Asia region.
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 Holding the 1st Session of RCOWA Governing Board, Tehran, 17-18 June 2016.
The 1st Session of the Governing Board was held in Tehran, at the Iranian National Institute
for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science (INIOAS) on 17-18 June 2016, including the
representative of UNESCO, representative of IR of Iran and representatives of Member States
that had sent to the Centre respective notifications for membership. It was reported that the
Governing Board unanimously elected Dr. Nasser Hadjizadeh Zaker as its Chair for 2 years.
The agenda of the first governing board meeting along with the activities of year 2017 were
presented.
 Holding "Regional Workshop on “Fundamentals of Ocean Data Management” on 5-7
March 2017".
The first Governing Board Meeting of RCOWA recognized the essential need for Ocean Data
Management in the region and suggested a workshop on this theme. The aim of this workshop
was to enhance the ability of member states in the field of ocean data management and increase
their collaboration for data exchange.
In this regard, RCOWA held the First RCOWA Workshop on “Fundamentals of Ocean Data
Management” on 5-7 March 2017 at the Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and
Atmospheric Science (INIOAS), Tehran, IR of Iran.
There were participants from a number of countries, including Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey,
Azerbaijan and Algeria. 20 participants took part in the workshop in total, of which seven were
from the region outside of Iran and 13 were from Iran. The lecturers included one from India
and two from Iran.
The Director of RCOWA, emphasized the objectives of the workshop as follows:
strengthen the region on fundamentals of ocean data management;
enhance the quality of data collection and analysis;
provide an introduction to ocean data banks; and
provide regional collaboration and interaction in terms of oceanographic data exchange.
 "First International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia", 30th -31st October
2017, Olympic Hotel, Tehran, IR of Iran.
It was reported that the "First International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia" was
held during 30th -31st October 2017, at the Olympic Hotel, Tehran, IR of Iran.
The themes of the conference were: Marine Meteorology, Climate Change, Physical
Oceanography, Biological Oceanography, Ocean Biogeochemistry, Fisheries and Aquaculture,
Marine Geology, Marine Pollution, Marine Law and Policy, Marine Hazards, Marine
Engineering and Technology.
The Conference motto was "Development of Marine Science and Technology is the main basis
for marine sustainable development".
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Of the 204 scientific articles that were submitted to the secretariat of the Conference, covering
a wide scope of themes such as marine meteorology, climate change, physical and biological
oceanography, fisheries and aquaculture, law of the sea and state of regional cooperation and
partnership, marine hazards and technology, and others, 167 articles were in Persian and 37 in
English. At the end of the conference, three young scientists were awarded with diplomas for
the best presentations. The conference was held over two days and included two workshops
mentioned above under Agenda Item 4.1.
Six key speakers were from Australia, Italy, Germany, Russia and Turkey.
4.2. First International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia and Required actions
for improvement of conference execution
The Board Chair informed the Board of the results of the Conference, which was carried out
successfully in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, under the slogan: "Development of Marine
Science and Technology is the main basis for marine sustainable development". The
Conference programme is in Annex 9 of this report.
The Board expressed their satisfaction and contentment in respect to the execution of the first
RCOWA conference: "First International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia" 30-31
October 2017 in Tehran and expressed their gratitude to the organizers for implementing this
important pioneering first major conference of RCOWA in West Asia. The Board recommended
that similar Conferences be organized by RCOWA every second year and suggested following
improvements in organizing and conducting future Conferences::
- Efforts should be made to bring more participants from the countries of the West Asia
region;
- The language of the conference should be in English to facilitate a broader participation
from what is a wide and varied language set across RCOWA’s Member State
constituency;
- Announcement of the Conference should be made well in advance, preferably one year
before the event to facilitate participation;
- The outcomes of the conference should be published in international journals, where
possible, in order to gain more regional contribution to the conference;
- Ways of gaining support from the countries of the region and from regional and
international organizations should be considered and implemented;
- An opportunity of having the regional Conference should be explored;
- Noting the importance of an exhibition held during the Conference on related to the
Conference themes, the explanation of the presented exhibits should be in English or,
at least, should have explanatory notes in English;
- Future Conferences on Oceanography should be organized on specific issue(s) instead
of trying to cover everything; and
- It is suggested that national oceanographic committees in the countries of the region
and national UNESCO commissions be encouraged to advertise RCOWA activities and
Conference to their national institutions.
Further to the recommendations for constructive improvements for such RCOWA
conferences in the future, the Board unanimously concluded that the conference was an
excellent achievement, particular as it was a pioneering initiative for the RCOWA.
5. Coordination and cooperation with other organizations
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The Board noted that effective coordination and cooperation with governmental and
nongovernmental international and regional organizations is a pledge for success and requested
that representatives of organizations relevant to the mission of RCOWA, such as ROPME,
INOC, IOC, SCOR and others be actively encouraged and invited to partner, collaborate and
engage in the implementation of RCOWA training workshops and other projects that have
mutual interests. The Board made a similar point in respect to forging cooperation and
collaboration with intergovernmental organizations around the world.
In the same context, the Board recommended that RCOWA and the newly established
UNESCO Category II Regional Center in India synergies, such as through collaborating on the
design and implementation of training courses in both countries (Iran and India) and that such
collaboration could include, for example, exchange of lecturers under the umbrella of specific
cross-cutting themes of mutual interest, for example such as the IIOE-2.
Regarding the cruise expedition now planned for 2018, the Board again pointed to the
comments in 4.1, above, in requesting RCOWA to implement efforts to better engage
RCOWA’s constituency of Member States across their mutual interests with the IIOE-2.
The Chair of the Board asked the UNESCO representative in the Board, Dr Nick D'Adamo to
facilitate support for the Centre in respect to coordination and cooperation with other
institutions. The UNESCO representative offered to facilitate the IIOE-2 community to engage
more with RCOWA constituents in respect to IIOE-2 activities of mutual interest and relevance,
including IIOE-2 research expeditions, capacity development activities etc, and in fact across
the full IIOE-2 Steering Committee and programmatic framework. Dr D’Adamo also expressed
his readiness to assist in identifying potential trainers for the proposed 2018 ocean acidification
workshop in consultation with the IOC staff in charge of IODE and acidification programme.
It will help enhancing RCOWA activities through cooperation with IOC.
It was suggested by the UNESCO representative that RCOWA clarify its interests to IOCUNESCO by sending a communique to the IOC on its programmatic aspirations for 2018 and
enquire on what potential assistance for those may be possible via IOC.
The Inter-Islamic Science and Technology Network on Oceanography (INOC) offered to
cooperate with RCOWA through ROPME. In addition, the Executive Director of INOC, Dr.
Mustafa Ergun, as an Observer of the meeting, stated that key regional scientific problems and
cross-cutting scientific issues requiring collaboration, can be better resolved and addressed
through collegial discussions amongst RCOWA Member States and to that end offered to do
all he can to facilitate INOC members engaging more with RCOWA members, such as by
providing an open line of communication for RCOWA with INOC through the INOC
Executive.
The Board noted that a new Working Group for the North West Indian Ocean (WG-NWIO)
was established at the 10th Session of the ICG/IOTWMS held in Muscat 24-26 March 2015.
The Group is composed of Member States: India, Iran, Oman, Pakistan, Yemen, and other
Member States of the North West Indian Ocean region. The WG-NWIO is led by a Chairperson
and Vice-Chairperson being, respectively, Dr Juma Al-Maskari (Oman) and Dr. Nasser
Hadjizadeh Zaker (Iran) - both also being current Board members of RCOWA.
In their joint WG-NWIO and RCOWA capacities, both Drs Al-Maskari and Zaker emphasized
that RCOWA and WG-NWIO can cooperate in line with the ICG/IOTWMS initiatives and that
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RCOWA may play an important role in. This creates a good opportunity to establish close links
of cooperation in the areas of
• promoting and facilitating tsunami hazard and risk studies and research in the region;
and
• facilitating improvement of education programs on tsunami mitigation in the region.
The Board also noted that in support of the WG-NWIO, the second meeting of the WG-NWIO
was held at (INIOAS/RCOWA) in Tehran 27-28 February 2017 at the kind invitation of the
Government of Iran.
The Board expressed satisfaction with the activities implemented by RCOWA in awareness
raising, namely, in:
 developing of a website for promoting objectives and activities of the Centre (it was
successfully used for announcing RCOWA Conference on Oceanography);
 implementing public awareness through celebrating World Ocean Day on the 8th June;
 submitting the RCOWA annual report and promotional materials on the Centre
activities to the last session of the IOC Assembly in June 2017.

6. Future activities and policies of RCOWA in light of Agenda 2030 for sustainable
development and SDGs.
UNESCO REpresentative informed the Board of the IOC initiatives targeted to creating
awareness of the Agenda 2030 for sustainable development and of the plans for meeting SDG14 targets.
Dr. Mahin Gazani, the representative of the Iranian National Commission to UNESCO, pointed
out that SDG 4 also related to education and is in line with the RCOWA interests.
The Board elaborated on the Category II Center’s awareness of Agenda 2030 for sustainable
development and SDGs. The Board emphasized the need for RCOWA to contribute to and for
its constituency to receive benefits from the Agenda. It was noted that RCOWA activities can
align with the Agenda in aspects such as educational activities, research projects and ocean
observation.
The Board emphasized that Agenda 2030 creates an opportunity to contribute and receive
benefits from its goals. RCOWA needs consider different ways of participating in educational
programmes, research projects and ocean observations.
The Board expressed a view that the Centre future activities will also be in line with the Blue
Economy policy.

7. RCOWA and Ocean Science Decade
Dr. Oliounine presented the proposal prepared by the IOC for Ocean Science Decade, described
its objectives and procedures for a final adoption by UNGA.
The Board supported the proposal and agreed that in the coming years it will be necessary to
adjust RCOWA activities taking into account the Ocean Science Decade implementation phase
2021-2030.
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8. Programme of work and budget for 2018
Dr Zaker reported on the state of implementation of budget for 2017 and presented drafts of of
the Centre’s proposed activities for year 2018 for comment and modification and indicated that
the proposed portfolio of activities took into account regional priority issues and the resources
required for their implementation. The Governing Board members shared their views on the
activities and recommended improvements, and the activities for year 2018 were adopted as
presented in Annex 5.
Noting that in 2017 RCOWA received financial support from the Iranian Government at the
level of USD 500,000, as it was envisaged in the UNESCO/Iran Agreement, the Board Chair
invited Board members consider activities and the budget for 2018 for adoption.
After some discussion, the activities and the budget of RCOWA for 2018 were approved as
presented in Annex 7.

9. Date of the third session of RCOWA Governing Board
The Board welcomed the suggestion of the Chair of the Board to have the next meeting in
November 2018 or as near as practically possible to occurring events at that time in Tehran, in
order to take advantage of opportunities for Members to coordinate their travel with other
event(s) where possible.
10. Adoption of the summary report and recommendations
Due to the shortage of time available to completely finalise preparation of the Summary Report
as part of the Session, the Board agreed that the essential elements and detail of the Board’s
comments, views and recommendations have been well discussed, agreed and recorded by the
Secretariat at the meeting. It was therefore agreed that the Chair could finalize the draft of the
report and send it to all Board members (present and absent) for comments and adoption - out
of Session.
The Recommendations of the meeting were approved as presented in Annex 8 of the Summary
Report.
11. Closure.
The Chair thanked all for their constructive contribution to the discussions and closed the
meeting at 15:00 on the 1st of Nov. 2017.
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Annex 1

Agenda

SECOND SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BOARD OF UNESCO
CATEGORY 2 REGIONAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH CENTRE ON
OCEANOGRAPHY FOR WEST ASIA (RCOWA)
09:00 am- 17:00 pm, 1 November 2017
Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science
TEHRAN, IR. IRAN,
AGENDA
OPENING AND WELCOME
ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION
RESPONSIBILTIES OF THE GOVERNING BOARD
REPORT ON RCOWA ACTIVITIES
4.1. RESULTS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF RCOWA ACTIVITIES SINCE THE
FIRST SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BOARD OF UNESCO CATEGORY 2
REGIONAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH CENTRE ON OCEANOGRAPHY
FOR WEST ASIA (RCOWA)
4.2 FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OCEANOGRAPHY FOR WEST
ASIA AND REQUIRED ACTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF CONFERENCE
EXECUTION
5. COORDINATION AND COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
6. FUTURE ACTIVITIES AND POLICIES OF RCOWA IN LIGHT OF AGENDA
2030 FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND SDGs.
7. RCOWA AND OCEAN SCIENCE DECADE
8. PROGRAMME OF WORK AND BUDGET FOR 2018
9. DATE OF THE THIRD SESSION OF RCOWA GOVERNING BOARD
10. ADOPTION OF SUMMARY REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
11. CLOSURE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Annex 2

List of Participants

SECOND SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BOARD OF UNESCO CATEGORY 2
REGIONAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH CENTRE ON OCEANOGRAPHY FOR
WEST ASIA (RCOWA)
TEHRAN, IR. IRAN, 1 November 2017
List of Participants
IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)
Chair of RCOWA Governing Board
Dr. Nasser Hadjizadeh Zaker
Director of
Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science
#3, Etemad Zadeh St., Fatemi Ave., Tehran , Iran, 1411813389
Email: inioas@inio.ac.ir, nhzaker@inio.ac.ir
Tel: (098)2166944867
IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)
Member of RCOWA Governing Board
Dr. Mahin Gazani
Director of Science Department of
Iranian National Commission to UNESCO
Secretary of Iranian National Commission for Oceanography
Email: science@irunesco.org
Tel:+982122259726
REPRESENTATIVE OF UNESCO
Member of RCOWA Governing Board
Dr. Nick D'Adamo
Head - Perth Programme Office of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC
PPO)
IOC Coordinator for the Second International Indian Ocean Expedition (IIOE-2)
Head, Australia Node of the IIOE-2 Joint Project Office.
Email: nick.dadamo@bom.gov.au
Tel: +61 8 9226 2899
INDIA
Member of RCOWA Governing Board
Dr. SATHEESH C. SHENO, Director , Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services, Hyderabad
Email: Shenoi@incois.gov.in
Tel: +91-40-23895000
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IRAQ
Member of RCOWA Governing Board
Professor Ali A Z Douabul
Director General
Marine Science Centre University of Basra, Iraq
Email: adoubul@mscbasra.org
Tel
OMAN
Member of RCOWA Governing Board
Dr Juma Al-Maskari
Director General of Meteorology
DGMET, PACA, Muscat Int. Airport
P.O.BOX 1, P. C. 111, Oman
Email: j.almaskari@met.gov.om
Tel: 00 968 243 54555
Mob: 00 968 992 62656
Honorary Member of RCOWA Governing Board
Dr. Iouri Oliounine
UNESCO-IOC Consultant,
Email: i.oliounine@unesco.org
TURKEY
Observer
Dr Mustafa Ergun
Executive Director of Inter-Islamic Science and Technology Network on Oceanography (INOC)
Email: mergun1283@gmail.com
IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)
RCOWA Secretariat
Fahimeh Foroughi
Head of International Affairs
Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science
Email: foroghi@inio.ac.ir
Tel:+982166566793
IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)
RCOWA Secretariat
Dr. Sharareh Savari
Email: srsavari@yahoo.com

* Dr. Asif Inam, the representative of PAKISTAN in the RCOWA Governing Board sent his
apologies for not being able to participate in the meeting
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Annex3
Article 7 of agreement between UNESCO and Ministry of Science, Research and Technology
of IR of Iran on Establishment of RCOWA
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Annex 4

List of Documents
1. Report on Activities of RCOWA
-

Report on the first meeting of the Governing Board Regional Education and Research
Center on Oceanography for West Asia (RCOWA) under the auspices of UNESCO

-

Report on First Workshop of Regional Education and Research Center on
Oceanography for West Asia (RCOWA) under the auspices of UNESCO on
"Fundamentals of Ocean Data Management"

2. Agreement between I.R. Iran and UNESCO
-

Article 7 of agreement between UNESCO and MSRT
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Annex 5
RCOWA activities for year 2018

-

Implementing a workshop on ocean acidification
Implementing a research expedition with the participation of experts from the RCOWA
Member States
Implementing a training workshop on "data collection and management" before the
research expedition
Implementing a scientific meeting to present the preliminary results of the expedition
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Annex 6
2017 budget report
Among all activities of 2017 only the budget for the expedition (140,000 US $) was not used
for the year therefore savings were used for events such as:

-

Implementation of Ecosystem modeling Workshop on Nov. 2017.
Workshop on the ocean and climate change by Professor Mathias Tomczak from
Australia during the first conference of RCOWA (30th of Oct. 2017)
Workshop on a review of progress in satellite oceanography by Professor Stefano
Vignudeli from Italy during the first conference of RCOWA (31st of Oct. 2017)
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Annex 7
Budget for 2018 of the Regional Center on Oceanography
for West Asia (RCOWA)
Title
US$ Amount (2018)
Governing Board Expenses
Secretariat
- Director
- 3 Deputies
200,000
- 5 Staffs
- Equipment and Services (office utilities, print, scan,
copy, etc.)
Office Rental Charges
30,000
Cruise Expedition
140,000
Regional Workshops, Regional Training courses,
110,000
Regional Oceanographic Conference
Regional Services
- Management
10,000
- Consultation
- Support
Ocean Data and Information Management:
- Reanimate IOC/IODE ODIN type program for the region
- Ocean Teacher Global Academy (OTGA)
10,000
- Establishment of Ocean Information Center
- Maintenance of the website for increasing awareness
TOTAL US$
500,000
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Annex 8
Recommendations
-

-

IOC will recommend IODE to send expert lecturers for ocean acidification workshop;
Ocean acidification workshop should be shifted to next year;
IOC may also recommend to IODE to hold the ocean acidification workshop in
Oostende due to traveling issues of the lecturers;
RCOWA recommended the visit of prof. Reed to Oman and Kuwait in 2017 for
establishment of IODE national center;
RCOWA recommended the implementation of Ecosystem modeling Workshop on Nov.
to become a part of the center’s activities for year 2017;
A scientific committee from the region and the world is required as a promoter for the
Center’s scientific activities; in this regard a proposal could be sent to member states
for partnership and cooperation;
The support and membership of more member states of the region is required
International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia be organized every second
year.
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Annex 9
Program of First International Conference on Oceanography for West Asia
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